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a second life. When you dip the clutch in a car, the revs will drop. This is due to the inertia of the
flywheel, and the lack of air going in the intake as the throttle is release. After the gear change is
over and the clutch is released, the engine speed will go back up again, meeting the
transmission speed. In extreme cases the engine speed will even rise slightly when the engine
and transmission are disengaged. This creates a horrible jerk as a braking force occurs when
the powertrain and transmission are reengaged and forced to spin at the same speed. The
cause of rev hang can be put down to the war on emissions. Recently, manufacturers have been
intentionally implementing rev hang within ECU programming to save themselves from a
potential emissions scandal. When the throttle is released and the clutch is dipped, an ECU with
rev hang is programmed to leave the throttle slightly more open than usual. This strategy is
used because it was found that suddenly closing the throttle produced a sudden spike in gas
pressure within the crankcase which emphasised the rate of oil vaporisation, thus adding to
emissions from the engine. Also, when the throttle is suddenly shut, the fuel mixture suddenly
becomes lean which creates NOx oxides of Nitrogen which also contributes to emissions. By
keeping the throttle open for a small period of time after the pedal had been released, this
pressure spike was avoided and cleaner emissions were achieved. Found most prominently in
US-spec vehicles to meet the emission rules over the pond, this pre-programming has
frustrated many owners since its development. To help eradicate this high pressure within the
crankcase, a PCV positive crankcase ventilation valve is used which can reduce the need for a
rev hang system when fully functioning. This PCV valve is used to regulate the pressure within
the crankcase that can fluctuate to high levels when gear changes occur. The job of a PCV valve
therefore is to remove a proportion of the blow-by fumes away from the crankcase, thus
reducing the amount of high pressure gas contained within. Although an intentional rev hang
system would go a long way in saving your oil levels and help your car sail through an
emissions test, most petrolheads only see it as a hindrance to their driving pleasure. With a
quick reprogramming of the throttle body control codes and a bit more competence when it
comes to checking oil levels, rev hang can be eradicated and your gear changes can be as
smooth and as quick as you desire. Do you have a car that features rev hang as a setting within
the ECU from factory? Let us know your experiences! Please confirm you agree to the use of
tracking cookies as outlined in the Cookies Policy. Sign in or register. Michael Fernie 4 years
ago Remind me later. Share Tweet Email Whatsapp. This is an example of rev hang, showing the
clutch fully-dipped. Video via YouTube channel bjbj. The PCV valve releases unwanted high
pressure gas from the crankcase. Here you can see a before and after, with a much more
responsive decrease in engine speed once the rev hang is removed. Video via YouTube channel

Cobb Tuning. Sort by Best Sort by Latest. Show Comments. Sign in to your Car Throttle
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in the Cookies Policy. I agree. A transmission valve body is a major component of an automatic
transmission. Looking for a good online repair manual? Click Here for the 5 best options. Your
options are either to replace or rebuild it. Here is how an auto trans valve body works along with
common signs and symptoms you may experience when a transmission valve body is bad.
There are dozens of various passages and channels within the valve body which direct the flow
of pressurized hydraulic fluid to different valves in order to activate the right clutch pack or
band and shift to the most appropriate gear based on the current driving situation. Think of
each channel as a tumbler on a lock which has to perfectly line up so transmission fluid is
directed where it should. The valves that make up the valve body each serve a different purpose
and their names reflect what they do. For example, the valve body has a shift valve which is
responsible for up shifting from 2nd gear to 3rd gear. There are two main types of valve body.
The first type is the electronic valve body which uses the electronic system ECT electronic
controlled transmission as its main control to operate all shifting on an automatic transmission.
Many newer cars use this electronically controlled transmission ECT which has bands and
clutches that are operated via hydraulics. However, an electric solenoid valve is used to control
each hydraulic circuit. This is what allows the transmission to have more elaborate and
advanced control schemes than non-electronically controlled transmissions. The controller of
the transmission can monitor the throttle position, vehicle speed, anti-lock braking system, and
the engine speed. The other type of valve body is called the hydraulic valve body. If you have a
failing automatic transmission valve body, there are some clear symptoms that you should look
out for. One of the most common signs you have a problem with your transmission valve body
is a delay 2 or more seconds or harsh shift when shifting from Park to Drive or Park to Reverse.
While driving, you may notice that your transmission is shifting into a higher or lower gear at
the wrong time. For instance, you may be going up a hill and even though you want the
transmission to shift down to give you more power, it instead shifts into a higher gear making
the drive up the hill much more difficult. In addition, you could be driving a steady 60 MPH on a
level highway and your transmission sporadically shifts into either a higher or lower gear for no
reason. Any type of erratic shifting can be a symptom of a bad transmission valve body. When
everything in your transmission is working correctly, in between every shift the engine RPM
should briefly decrease on an up-shift ie: 3rd to 4th gear to match up with the higher gear. If you
hear a banging or knocking sound as your gears change while accelerating up-shifts or slowing
down down-shifts or when putting your car into reverse, that may be an indication of a faulty
valve body. While it could be something else like low transmission fluid or worn transmission
bands, when your transmission slips out of gear while driving, it could mean your valve body is
going bad. With a slipping transmission, your vehicle may try to up-shift but then quickly falls
into a lower gear. Or it may even refuse to shift into a higher gear which makes your engine run
at a higher RPM than usual. Since the transmission valve body is responsible for so many
functions of the transmission, many transmission related DTC codes can pop up. It is easy to
ignore these kinds of symptoms in the beginning because they may not be so bad. But the
problems with your valve body will often become more clear when you drive your car
continuously for at least 30 minutes and your transmission fully heats up. Not sure where to
order parts? You can slightly reduce your costs by purchasing a re-manufactured valve body
assembly if one is available for your vehicle. Note: Before agreeing on replacing the valve body,
make sure the issue is simply not a bad transmission solenoid by getting a second opinion from
a different shop. Replacing a transmission solenoid is much cheaper. Some transmission repair
shops might offer the option of rebuilding your current valve body instead of replacing with a
brand new or remanufactured one. This can sometimes save you some money, especially for
some higher end cars. But should you do that? Generally speaking, if you have a higher mileage
car , miles or more , you should simply replace your valve body. Hi please help BT 50 3. Is it the
valve body? Possible cause from valve body, if you do not fix immediately, it will effect to plates
and clutches on 4th to 5th area and maybe one way clutch will defective as well. Turbo 2. I got
some Sea Foam transmission additive and a couple gallons of transmission fluid, my plan was
to add the sea foam let it get to operating temp. I hooked it up OBDI and got a code that it wasnt
connecting to the computer?? The Oil-filter slowly clogs up and the oil pressure is no longer
sufficient to press the fins together. I had to rebuilt everything and at the end I need a new valve
body too. Transmission fluid leaked out. Fixed line ,added 4quarts ,no reverse, slips changing
gears. Is that symptoms of Valve body. I have a dodge nitro with a 3. I recently had a lot of work
done to it such as a new pcm , tune up , fuel induction service, 4 injector replaced , and most
recently a TIPM replaced. Shortly after the TIPM was replaced my transmission was getting
stuck in gear possibly 2nd. And than it stopped until the other day it started up again. I took it to

a mechanic that I trusted this time and came up with a code of p He even tried to get it to act up
again and no luck. He said it could have a bad TIPM. So since I still had a warranty on the parts
and labor, I took it back to the dealership where I had all of that recent work done. They called
me up and said that the valve body is going bad and needs to be replaced. What do you think
the issue could be? Is the dealership right? Or should I continue to drive it until it acts up again
and throws a code? Any information would be greatly appreciated! If i refer to code P
Transmission Control Module Power Input Signal Low it was clear sign that have problem while
you fix and replace the TIPM and if you run the vehicle with this condition, sure your valve body
will get worse and your transmission will be damage. Okay , thank you. I believe that the
dealership took me for a ride when I had the PCM replaced when all I needed was a new injector.
Thank you for the help. I have a chrysler aspen with a 5. Usually when the selenoid malfuntion,
it will effects to entire automatic transmission relative parts if not repair immediately. I have a 2.
Yesterday while driving I notice the transmission was not changing. I looked down and some of
the insulation around the gear was missing I see down in the compartment. Should I drive to a
shop or have it towed. The reverse does not work. It sounds like it wants to go into reverse but
not movement. It goes into drive just done. Hoping you can give some guidance. I was
wondering if you found the cause. Thanks, Dan Mc. I got stuck at the courthouse yesterday with
the exact issue. Could not go in reverse. Shifted from just fine once i got out. It was the valve
body. Had it replaced yesterday. Better than a new transmission or junking the car! Hi, I have
VW tiguan 2. I have faced the problem that the car is not moving in drive mode D after driving
about 25 km. Spanner sign came on cluster after driving for a while, and there was difficulty in
shifting gears. But it could be driven normally after cooling down. After allowing the vehicle to
cool, drive was only possible in D1, D3. Even Reverse was not possible. Moreover, most of the
return drive was possible only in D1 gear. I visited the VW dealer and they have replaced gearoil
but still the problem is the same. Is this the problem due to fault in the valve body? I have a
bmwi can i use the valve body off another bmw i. I switch mines out now its only flashing in
park. Have an infinity g35x was driving loud bang then my slip light keeps flashing and sound
like a bike chain that cannot catch does go into gears tho plz help. I got a nissan maxima 3. It
change manually on the steering pedalsâ€¦what might be the problem for it not to change
gears? I have a audi A8 3. The problem started with a jerk which shifting the automatic
transmission gears either in reverse of into D mode. There would be a violent jerk. Sometimes
the car would also stall while going up a steep incline and it would seem as if the gears are
shifting in the transmission. One more problem occurred that while driving normally at various
speeds there would be a sudden jerk as if the transmission changed gears or a fuel supply
issue occurred. This has greatly reduced the gear jerk from stationery position but not
eliminated it. The jerk feeling while driving is still felt once in a while. The Audi dealer said that
when they opened up the transmission they observed that the Valve body is damaged and
needs replacement as the circuits on it are not properly transmitting the signals and the jerks
are as a result of this. I live in Lahore, Pakistan and there are not many highly qualified
technicians here so your well considered advice will be greatly appreciated as Ive already spent
over usd and the valve body and labour is another usd. Is the valve body bad please help. I
drive fairly easy on the gas but stillâ€¦. Doesnt seem to happen much when the engine is cold. It
easily happens when it downshifts to an almost complete stop such as first gear will engage
and when shifting up, it will jerk badly if I press the gas a little extra.. What you think? Once
again, I have a volvo s60 awd 2. I was told by the dealership that the valve body has a problem.
They have been trying to identify the issue for 10 months. They are replacing it now. Could this
problem have affected other parts of the transmission? I am not sure what to ask to have them
check and my warranty expires in 1 month. Thank you. If the problem started in the warranty
period you should be covered especially because you have taken it in to the dealership to get
looked at. Could it be atf or valve body or something else? Pls help. I just bought a altima and
the valve body needed to be replaced. I bought it less than a month ago. Car is under warranty
but im kind of skeptical now. Should the car be fine after replacement or should i see if i can
change car? Bought it through a well known dealership. What happen when it wont change
gears,stuck in first,its a ford au,,have flushed the transmissio and changed the radiator,. I have
polo vivo clp i have problem changing the gears if i shift the gear stick to drive it makes a
banging sound and it makes same sound when you shift to reverse and it remains on the first
gear,pls help. Do you have some dealers i can contact? Good day.. I have a Venda model and it
was skipping gear so I just changed the valve body but after that I found out that the gear stops
changing after the 4th gear. What might cause a with an automatic transmission that in 5th gear
when given a punch of gas revs to very high rpm. My volkswagen transmission slips between
first and second gear. You can see the rpms shoot up inbetween gears before in engages
second gear. Have warranty for transmission but they claim the repair shop cannot show

physical signs of damage therefore they deny the coverage. There are also no warning lights on
dash. Any suggestions on how to prove its the valve body? Actually if you need proof for the
warranty claim, workshop can do active test using scan tool. I got a Madza 3, 1. What could be
the problem? But if the AT light is off it changes gears just fine. Hello, I have Mercedes W C
automatic transmission , recently i have replaced conductor adapter 13 pin and Gasket , now
the gear does not shift to up gears during drive it moves with 1 , 2 , 3 and not change the gear
automatically to up shifts as well when it is in D after moving and push the accelerator pedal the
gear not change and the it stick have to press break pedal and then it goes to the manual. I have
a Porsche Cayman S, new to me, with the auto tiptronic trans. Usually in 4th or 5th and only
when the car is lugging. Had trans fluids all re checked and all good there. I owned it for 2
weeks and miles before it failed to start, then ran in what seemed like only first gear. They now
are saying that it needs a new Automatic Transmission Valve Body. Bad luck or just the first of
what may be many future problems? Need some assistance please. I have a audi a4 2. Just need
to know where plastic wassers go inside. My Escort was shifting funky at slow speeds but after
a few more fluid changes everything smoothed out. Assumed it was the some valve body crud. I
typically removed 2 quarts of warm fluid from the fill tube every other time I changed the oil vs
dropping the pan. Recently sold the perfectly running, 23 yr old Ford with , city miles. The trans
filter was changed 75, miles when I got the car in I got a VW Sharan 2. I am not driving the
vehicle at this moment but would like to fix. I was told that there are four solenoid valve that can
be replaced and it will fix the problem. Can enaone help me , please. Also make sure your
transmission fluid is at the correct level. I have a problem with my automatic transmission and
from my research on the I have done 3 fluid changes where I changed filter, adapter plate and
O-Ring and nothing changed. Need your advise please as I suspect this could be an issue with
the valve body. I have a KIA Sadona. I cannot accelerate at all. Can you give me some insight
please. Did your check engine light come on? See if these symptoms fit. Bad valve body
solenoids are likely. Either find and replace the bad solenoid s or the entire valve body some
cars require this. I have a Camry I noticed it hard shifts from 1,2 and on 3to4 it double jerks but
runs well on 4to 5 does not slip off does not downshift inappropriately down shifts well but
when I took the gearbox down I noticed the clutch plates were work the solenoid is bad and the
filter is clogged do you recommend changing the valve body also. I have got Toyota 5A engine
with transmission problem; the car starts well but when you engage drive, it delays for like two
to three seconds then jerks as it engages the gear then moves. I have a Chevy trailblazer that
will no go in reverse but all other gears seem to shift fine. Everytime the check engine light
comes on it seems to throw a different code one was a wheel speed sensor one was a camshaft
timing sensor and one was a torque converter clutch solenoid and my abs light is on as well as
my faction control light what could cause all this. I have a dodge grand caravan crew. This
seems super high but other places seem to be quoting around the same.. Hi to everyone, I must
say I do not understand from cars a lot. But the situation is like this: I brought the car to service,
cos had some problems with overheating, there as a leak in one radiator pipe. When I got it back
from a service I would not vouch for, my car now would not shift to gear 3 or 4 I am just too
dumb to understand which one. It makes me wonder and I want to ask you wise people: Could
have they done something to the car that has lead to this transmission issue, and how it is
linked if so? I have a Chrysler , it all of a sudden one day stopped shifting out if first and is
harsh going from park to drive or reverse. Is it likely I need a new trans valve body or a new
transmission all together? I have a Chevy Trailblazer 4. Ran it dry, smoked when it was pulled
over. What needs to be replaced? I work at a parts store and get discounted product, but not
knowledge. I have MPV Mazda Pls does it also have to do with valve body? Can anyone advice
me on what to do pls. Hello everyone, I have a Mazda 6 2. When accelerating the shift on the
transmission between 3 and 4 gear is harsh. This happens after driving for approximately 30
minutes. Carried out engine and transmission diagnostic scan, no trouble showed up. What can
this problem be? Fluid was dirty and was almost impossible to drive did a Drain-fill and added
Lucus as well. It was alot better but P comes back. It drove pretty good after that, but P keeps
coming back. Shift Solenoid failing? If you changed the transmission fluid yourself, you may
not have gotten all of the old, dirty fluid out. It is generally not recommended to perform a
pressurized flush if the vehicle has high mileage as yours does and a flush has never been
performed before. This can actually render the transmission completely inoperable in extreme
cases. It could be the torque converter clutch solenoid. There is a TSB out for the solenoid
valve on 4th gens, but seeing as yours is a 5th gen it may be a different part. Some Maxima
owners ended up having to replace the whole transmission. Hello I have Ford Explorer v6 4.
Valve body problem or transmission something help my. Hi I have a f it goes right into reverse
fine but drive hesitate a few seconds or if I bump the accelerator it goes into gear. It drove just
fine and no slipping before this issue. I dropped the pan and found very limited clutch material

but also found the factory dipstick hole plug and very black looking fluid. From looking without
taking the transmission apart the friction plates and band look fine. Will get worse when the car
temperature is warm up. I have change my the transmission oil and filter 3months back and the
problem came back again. Can I know is there any problem with the gearbox? He got a p, bank 1
exhaust something from the history, but CE light never came on. I did and no error, and I still
hear it, so brought back again for a fix any fix. He drove around on errands for 2 hours, city and
highway, nothing. Did notice bubbles in tranny fluid. At a loss, just want it fixed. Car has , miles
and has always run well. The bubbles were odd, since it sounded like transmission problem to
me. There could be several codes for a faulty computer depending on which computer and what
the symptoms are. Can you describe the sound in a bit more detail? Is it a whirring or grinding
noise? High engine speed? Hi, I have a Toyota highlander FWD, the car accelerated great and
changing gears smoothly but anytime you shift the gear to reverse its slam as if some engine
seat is bad. The slam is fair when the engine is not hot and become mild or a well noticed when
the engine is hot. Please any advise on the potential copyright. The transmission oil is very ok
but a little below gauge and a notice a leak under the transmission pan. Replaced the value
body, filter and gasket filled with correct fluid. Same result high rpms no speed. My FJC is an
automatic with K miles. I usually drive the FJ only when I needed to haul my drums to gigs. My
daily driver is my Prius. One day, the trans would not shift in any forward gear, but would
reverse with no slippage. Checked my tranny fluid. It was grimy as hell. Also replaced the
internal filter, which had no chunks of metal, just sludge. That took about 16 quarts. Cleared
codes and ran another scan. Now, only the P code showed, however, my FJ still only moves
when I put it in reverse. So at this point my dilemma is this: should I just start at replacing the
SLT solenoid? Or, should I just go ahead and replace the entire valve body with solenoids
included? All 7 solenoids will cost way more than a remanufactured valve body that includes all
7 solenoids. If junk is clogging the valve body and possibly other solenoids, valves, and
passages , it makes sense to just replace it, right? Thank you kindly, in advance! What I do
know is that FJs have quite an enthusiast following. Your best bet is probably going to be the
forums and Facebook groups with other owners. Enthusiasts are often much more
knowledgeable than a general shop on the nuances of your vehicle. In the worst case, you may
be able to find another owner to help you swap a new transmission. Perhaps a salvage or spare
transmission would be cheaper than hunting down all the issues on an old, tired unit? Good
luck on your quest. Please help. Hi,I have a Jeep Gran Cherokkee overland 4. Table of Contents.
Correct me if i wrongâ€¦ Reply. No , no problems at all. If i refer to code P Transmission Control
Module Power Input Signal Low it was clear sign that have problem while you fix and replace
the TIPM and if you run the vehicle with this condition, sure your valve body will get worse and
your transmission will be damage thank you. Usually when the selenoid malfuntion, it will
effects to entire automatic transmission relative parts if not repair immediately Reply. Should I
drive to a shop or have it towed Reply. Pardon, auto correct. It goes into drive just fine. Thanks,
Dan Mc Reply. Your filter, valve body may need cleaning or replacement Reply. Certainly the
main culprit its a Valve body Reply. I switch mines out now its only flashing in park Reply. Have
an infinity g35x was driving loud bang then my slip light keeps flashing and sound like a bike
chain that cannot catch does go into gears tho plz help Reply. On the 6th generation Maximas
that seems to be the culprit of the problem Reply. Hey I got Maxima changed the valve body
does it need to be reprogram Reply. Please help Reply. Thank you Reply. Hie I have a toyota
corolla bubble shape which is not shifting up gears. What happen when it wont change
gears,stuck in first,its a ford au,,have flushed the transmissio and changed the radiator, Reply.
What might cause a with an automatic transmission that in 5th gear when given a punch of gas
revs to very high rpm Reply. Do you feel shift shock when the gear changes? My Mazda atenza
is just going front what is the problem is it a valve bord Reply. Need some assistance please
Reply. Just need to know where plastic wassers go inside Reply. Thanks Luqmaan Reply. I have
a Camry I noticed it hard shifts from 1,2 and on 3to4 it double jerks but runs well on 4to 5 does
not slip off does not downshift inappropriately down shifts well but when I took the gearbox
down I noticed the clutch plates were work the solenoid is bad and the filter is clogged do you
recommend changing the valve body also Reply. Everytime the check engine light comes on it
seems to throw a different code one was a wheel speed sensor one was a camshaft timing
sensor and one was a torque converter clutch solenoid and my abs light is on as well as my
faction control light what could cause all this Reply. My corolla 03 is not reversing could it be
problem of valve body? Thanks Reply. Hello David, If you changed the transmission fluid
yourself, you may not have gotten all of the old, dirty fluid out. Valve body problem or
transmission something help my Reply. My rs is disengaging from gear could it be valve body
Reply. Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications
in automation and control technology. I'll tell you the symptoms below. But before you start

replacing parts, keep in mind that the same engine performance problems that indicate a bad
EGR valve can also indicate problems in other parts of the system. Photo courtesy of
Moosealope on Flickr. Another symptom you may not see often is a misfire. The misfire is
actually caused by clogged passages in the intake manifold. Carbon buildup from exhaust
gases flowing through the EGR valve may restrict flow to one or more cylinders. The rest of the
cylinders then will get all the exhaust flow, leading to the misfire. The intake ports and EGR
valve itself may also have carbon deposits. All these passages and ports will need to be
cleared. Actually there are two kinds of bad EGR valves, with different symptoms. An EGR valve
can fail in two ways: It can be open all the time, or it can be closed all the time. This will cause a
continuous flow of exhaust gases into the intake manifold. You'll notice one or more of the
following symptoms:. This will permanently block the flow of exhaust gases into the intake
manifold. To make things even more complicated, the same engine performance problems that
indicate a bad EGR valve can also indicate problems in other parts of the system:. Problems in
other systems may cause this same symptom as well: a leaking fuel injector, bad ignition
timing, bad cylinder compression, bad oxygen sensor, or other problems. Similarly, an increase
in NOx may be caused by a vacuum leak, a clogged fuel injector, low fuel pressure, a leaking
head gasket, or other problems. A rough idle may be caused by a faulty ignition coil, a vacuum
leak, or an ignition system problem. So before spending money and replacing parts,
troubleshoot the EGR valve and other system components to try to narrow down the problem. If
your car has an electronic EGR valve, troubleshooting will be easier, because it will have a
Check Engine or MIL light on the dashboard, and you will be able to find out what engine
system malfunction triggered the light. With an aftermarket scan tool, you can pull the trouble
codes from the computer's memory and see what system or components are causing the
problem. Then, you can try to find the fault with the help of the vehicle repair manual for your
particular car make and model. Haynes makes good inexpensive aftermarket manuals. On some
vehicle models, you'll see the check engine light CEL illuminate when there's a problem
detected in the EGR system. Check the EGR valve and, if necessary, the rest of the system, if
you find one or more of the following diagnostic trouble codes DTCs. Photo courtesy of
teresaphillips on Flickr. The outside air picked up through the engine's intake manifold contains
close to 80 percent nitrogen and 20 percent oxygen, along with small amounts of other
elements. When outside air combines with the fuel and ignites in the combustion chamber,
temperatures can reach above o F or o C. Combustion at these temperatures burns the usually
inert gas nitrogen, creating oxides of nitrogen NOx gases, which cause air pollution and human
health problems. However, when the burned exhaust gases are introduced back into the
combustion chamber through the EGR valve, temperatures decrease, inhibiting the formation of
NOx gases. The EGR valve is a small component designed to allow the flow of exhaust gases
into the intake manifold in controlled amounts. As such, it's a simple valve that closes and
opens as needed. The EGR valve has one single job to do, regardless of the system
configuration, type of control and number of sensors: that is, to either open and direct exhaust
gases into the combustion chamber, or to close and keep them from entering. Whenever you
start the engine, the valve comes alive and waits in a closed position, blocking the flow of
exhaust gases. Once the engine reaches operating temperature and speed increases, the
valveâ€”either through vacuum or electronic controlâ€”gradually opens, allowing burned
exhaust gases to enter and combine with the air-fuel mixture inside the combustion chamber. If
you slow down sufficiently or come to a stop, the valve gradually closes and blocks the flow of
exhaust gasses. And the process continues for as long as the engine is running. Gasoline and
diesel-powered engines on the road today may use one of several different EGR valve
configurations. Bad EGR valve symptoms vary and resemble problems in other engine systems.
But now that you know the type of symptoms a troubled EGR valve will produce, include it in
your troubleshooting tests. And restrain yourself from swapping components trying to fix the
problem before knowing which part is causing you trouble. Most of the time, you'll just spend
time and money unnecessarily. Troubleshoot your EGR valve and other components. Now it
idles rough and the check engine light came back on. What could be the issue? Answer: If the
trouble codes point to the EGR, then there's possibly something wrong in the system. It
depends on the codes. Make sure the circuits wiring are checked as well. Answer: The oil may
come through a seal from the actuator rod which somehow connects to the crankcase
ventilation CCV system. This seems to be a recurrent problem on some models. You may try
replacing the EGR valve and see if the problem doesn't return. What is wrong? Answer: There
could be an intermittent problem with the SCR system. You may be able to get the codes. This
video may give you an idea of how to get the codes yourself:. Answer: A bad valve most likely
will cause a random misfire since it doesn't direct exhaust gases to a particular cylinder. If you
are getting a code for the number 2 cylinder, check the injector, spark, or fuel problems for that

cylinder. Question: Can a bad EGR valve cause my vehicle to buck on acceleration and then
stall out? Answer: There could be several reasons for this, clogging fuel filter, problems with
the ignition system or fuel system. When I unplug the EGR wiring dongle the problem
disappears. Any thoughts on this? Answer: The EGR valve may be getting stuck from carbon
build up. The jerking you are feeling is probably a vacuum leak. More air entering the engine is
upsetting the amount of fuel the computer think it really needs. Check the valve and passages
for carbon buildup. Probably other components in the system may be causing this too. Answer:
If your model has the valve, look under the air cleaner assembly boot where it connects to the
throttle. You should see a black round component looking from the top with an electrical
connector on the side. Will a bad EGR valve cause white smoke? The car drives fine and a light
smoke comes only when I'm at a red light. And then take off I can see thin white smoke. What
does white smoke mean? Answer: Usually, white smoke is associated with coolant leaking into
the exhaust stream, while black smoke is oil getting into the cylinders from a bad piston ring,
faulty valve seals or PCV system. This other post may help:. Answer: The EGR valve connects
to the cylinder head. Depending on the particular setup for your model, it may be possible to
remove the head along with the valve. Other times, you may need to remove it before removing
the head. Is it advisable to block the EGR. I have heard that it is advisable to do so to prevent
engine damage. What is your opinion? So it's better not to block it. Answer: If your particular
valve uses coolant to check for a possible leak. I don't know how accessible the valve is in your
particular model. You may need the repair manual if you want to inspect it your self. Question:
Ford Focus Zetec 1. Got engine fault. Test did not pass due to EGR not working properly. The
battery goes flat when EGR socket connection is connected. I removed this connection and
battery is OK now. Power very low, temperature quite high although was Summer. Do you think
I may need to replace the EGR? Answer: It's better to replace the EGR and have the system
operating as it should. Some car owners like to block the system, but higher temperature may
lead to other problems later on. I have changed the EGR three times, and again it is defective.
This is the fourth time. The EGR is leaking from inside. What are the possible causes? If there's
no visible outside leak into the valve, you might want to contact the dealer and refer the issue to
them. Question: I have a Dodge Grand Caravan 4. It cranks but will not start occasionally. It will
smell gas when this happens. Answer: The smell of gas seems suspicious. Too much gasoline
is probably flooding the engine. You might want to check the fuel injectors possibly leaking and
fuel pressure. This post may help you:. Question: I have a 05' Subaru with 2. Whenever pumping
gas, the car would stall or wouldn't restart unless I held the gas pedal to the floor. Now, the car
will run fine for a minute, and then run real rough before stalling. The throttle is unresponsive. I
am not finding vacuum leaks. The car has new wires, plugs, coil and fuel pump. The EGR valve
seems to get very hot compared to everything else. Do you have any thoughts? Answer: Check
first for possible pending trouble codes, just in case. It's normal for the EGR valve to get hot,
but if it's stuck open, it can cause the engine to stall. Also, check the throttle body for carbon
build up around the bore and underneath the plate. Check the throttle position sensor. You may
need your repair manual for this, but they're not difficult to inspect. Answer: Performance wise,
common bad sensor symptoms show up as engine hesitation, loss of power or even rough idle.
Does the EGR can affect the transmission? Answer: The EGR valve affects the operation of the
engine and the emission system directly. But in modern vehicles, driveability problems can
affect transmission operation. The EGR system being an example of this. And many shops are
aware of this issue, specially with GM and Ford models. So, it is possible the EGR system is
affecting your transmission. Question: I have replaced the EGR valve 2 times. Both time the
error went straight away. And after miles, the error came back. May I know what to do now?
Sometimes, carbon builds up deeper into the intake manifold and cause trouble. Check also the
wiring and vacuum hoses if applicable that connect to the valve. Question: I have a Ford Focus
2. It starts bucking between and rpms. It runs fine when the EGR valve is disconnected. I
replaced it to no avail. I also cleaned the MAP sensor to no avail. The EGR seems to open and
close rapidly when I have light pressure on the accelerator. There is no "check engine" light. Is
something upstream causing this? Question: I have a Buick LeSabre 3. It can also be hard to
start like it's not getting gas, but once started it runs great. Could this be the EGR valve?
Question: Can I test an EGR valve by compressing the diaphragm and holding my finger where
the vacuum line goes to see if it holds pressure? I replaced the EGR valve, and it was loaded
with carbon buildup. I blew the area to try to get rid of the carbon and then sprayed cleaner carb
cleaner before putting the new part on. It drives WAY better now, but the Check Engine light just
came on again a week later and now is throwing the P code, Catalyst system efficiency below
threshold. Could it be cat failing because of all that carbon? Answer: Make sure this is the only
code the computer is throwing; otherwise, look first into the other codes. A blocked EGR valve
can cause combustion temperatures to rise, creating a lean condition and raising exhaust

temperature. This prevents the cat from working properly. If the EGR issue has been fixed
intake and valve passages clear, and the temperature is back to normal , try clearing computer
codes as a P can be the result of the previous issue. Sometimes a cat cleaner will do the job,
but you need to check if the sensors are still working correctly. Otherwise, the problem with the
cat is more serious. The car is idling at to rpm. Could the EGR cause this problem? Answer: The
EGR gasket may leak. If there are no other symptoms, the source could be somewhere else. Get
the codes from the ECM first. The idle air control valve is another possibility. This one is easy to
remove and check. Check all vacuum hoses with a piece of hose to listen for noises around the
engine. When I'm about m above sea level, the car operates fine, but when I go to the coast, the
car loses power as if the turbo stops working. I have taken it for Diagnostics with Audi. They
say the EGR valve needs to be replaced. Does this sound like the cause of the problem?
Answer: The EGR system does need to have a specific calibration to respond quickly to
changes in demands to the pressure level in the intake system. In this particular case, it's hard
to tell if the EGR system is the one affected more by the difference in pressure, but certainly, it
is possible. Question: I just had the EGR valve and its controller replaced. I was hoping this
would turn off the check engine light that goes on and off periodically. Not only did it not fix the
check engine light, but now my car idles rough at stoplights and sometimes just at idle. My
mechanic, when he replaced the EGR valve, said as I was leaving that it might take a little time
for the valve and the idle to the light to become compatible? Do you know what he was talking
about? Thank you. It erases data from memory. Also, do you know if he cleared any trouble
codes from the computer memory after replacing the valve? If not, you can go to a local auto
parts store and ask them to pull any trouble codes so that you can verify the code relates to the
EGR system and have them clear the memory. This could help. Also, you can wait for the
computer to relearn the strategy, which may take a few miles. Or you can check your vehicle
repair manual and see if it gives you the procedure to perform the idle relearn process.
Question: My car lost all power and would not start with the turn of keys. The "EGR" warning
light came on the dash--does that mean that my engine needs replacing? Answer: It could be
the valve itself or something in the circuit. Get the trouble code and see if it points to the valve.
Even if the valve seems to be at fault, it's a good idea to test the valve. Sometimes another
related problem may make the ECU 'think' that the valve is at fault. Any idea of why this is
happening? Answer: The EGR valve gasket is probably leaking, allowing exhaust fumes to
escape. Remove the valve, clean buildup around the valve and passages, if any, and replace the
gasket. Answer: Check the idle air control IAC valve for proper operation or carbon buildup.
You'll need to remove it and do a visual inspection of the valve, as well as the ports. Question: I
changed the plugs of my Ford f 5. The shift solenoid B and EGR vacuum regulator is wrong.
Could one of these codes make the truck vibrate and run like I have bad plugs? Answer:
Usually, a bad shift solenoid can cause hard shifts, cause the truck jerk when shifting, or shift
erratically. Often, a bad EGR vacuum regulator can affect power and increase emissions.
Question: I have replaced the starter, alternator, fuel pump, spark plugs and wires on my Jeep
Grand Cherokee, but it still won't start or it dies when it does. What else should I do? Answer:
Check the fuel pressure and compare it to specs. You'll need the repair manual for your model.
Answer: The description for these codes point to the electrical circuit that connects the fuel
pressure regulator to the car computer. Check first for proper connections and corrosion, a leak
on the pressure regulator or failing pump. Answer: Check the EGR gasket under the valve. It is
probably a leak. Torque the bolts to specs. Make sure the gasket is good though. Answer:
Check the transmission fluid, level and quality - there could be some transmission problems.
Question: I have a Dodge Caliber 2. It is running at about kph, and suddenly lost engine power
with no boost. Could it be an EGR fault? Answer: It seems like pressure built-in the tank
probably a suction control valve problem. Sometimes releasing the fuel cap can help. Question:
I have an old car that I have done a lot of work to, and on my way home after a stop light, I hit a
higher rpm to shift up a hill. It hit about rpm, and it cut out, and had no throttle control. A few
seconds later I had throttle control then it cut out again. Then like before it came back but it
seemed like it didn't have as much power as it should. Could that be a bad EGR valve? Answer:
If your car has a throttle positon sensor, make sure the signal is increasing smoothly, if it skips
it can have sometimes the same symptom. This might help:. Question: I own a Volvo s40 1.
Seven months ago it lost throttle and presented delayed acceleration. The mechanics "found"
computer the DPF, and pressure sensor was the problem. But two days after, the same issue
came back. The EGR valve was changed, and the problem was solved for three months. Now
they suspect it is the mass flow gas meter. In the meantime a gasket was changed in the
injectors, to control oil leaks and it didn't work. Any help? Answer: The problem could be in the
fuel system, the fact that there was an oil leak may be a clue. Check and see if the oil didn't
contaminate the injectors and take it from there. It's got the 2. My EGR system, I think, has

caused head gasket damage. Could the EGR system damage the head gasket? I wanted to make
sure it would be OK to delete the system. I'm also going to repair the head gasket now. What's
your opinion of the difference between the Blue devil head gasket sealant or thermal gasket? I
just bought the truck a few weeks ago. Answer: A stuck-close or clogged EGR can increase
engine temperature. If the problem leads to detonations, it can damage the engine. So it's
possible. This problem is more common with EGR cooler failures when it causes loose of
coolant. I personally wouldn't recommend deleting the system. It may lead to engine
overheating, increase emissions, and driveability issues. Aftermarket head gasket repair
products can do the trick if the damage is not extensive. However, the repair might not be
permanent. You may want to do some research and see which will work best for the type of
head gasket you are using in your particular application. Question: I have a Passat B6 1. The
check engine light is on. I checked it on the reader and it says there is an EGR problem, so I
changed it with another one. I drove my car for km, then the light went on again. I changed it
again, and the same thing happened. What should I do? Answer: Check the definitions for the
trouble codes; also, a common problem with EGR valves are the passages. If there's an
obstruction problem, the CEL will keep coming on. Question: I am driving a Mazda 2 DE. And
when I disassembled the EGR, it's filled with water flowing out. My EGR is not water cooled.
Would this be a sign of leaking head gasket with coolant seeping into the cylinder area? But
there could be other symptoms as well if this is the case. If you found water, this most likely is
the steam you see coming out the exhaust from fuel burning when starting the engine, usually
in cold temperature climates. These other two posts may help:. Question: I have 99 Chevy It
gave a P code. The guy said EGR valve but the symptoms don't match. It is only hard to start.
Turns over but takes 10 tries sometimes. Before only when it sat for more then 10hrs.
Sometimes it starts after 1 or 2 but sometimes it will kill the battery trying. But once it starts it is
perfect quiet as a mouse smooth. Is that an EGR valve or why would it give p? Answer: This is
an electrically controlled valve. The problem could be in the circuit. But the valve can be
sticking open, which is reported to the PCM. You may want to try first removing the valve and
checking for carbon buildup. The valve can be checked with a scan tool and testing circuit
voltages and grounds. Answer: It can be done with a blocker plate, if you find a reliable shop to
do it. It's possible that you'll need to clean the valve once in a while if oil from the PCV valve
begins to accumulate. Question: I have a Jaguar XF. The only symptom I have is the car won't
do more than 50mph ca. Is it the ERG valve as the engine warning light comes on after about 30
minutes? Answer: It's better to test the EGR valve and make sure there's where the problem is,
even if the computer points to the valve. There could be another problem causing the computer
to go into limp or safe mode to prevent more damage. You may need your vehicle repair manual
to test the EGR valve. I got it repaired from the dealer. Now it is having a problem with the gears.
Are they related? Answer: The EGR valve is part of the emission control system. A problem with
the gears will be focused on the transmission. Question: I have a Isuzu Rodeo. Sometimes it
won't start. A light tap or two on the ERG valve would solve the problem. That doesn't work
anymore. Could the erg valve be bad? I've tried taking it off and cleaning it. Answer: There
could be a leak in the system. You might want to check the valve and the gasket. This post may
help:. Answer: It reduces the amount of harmful emission -- oxides of nitrogen NOx. When you
mix exhaust gases with the air-fuel mixture, the temperature drops a little bit. This also helps
avoid pinging or knocking. I changed my original EGR a year ago and now the code is back. Is
this just a bad aftermarket EGR? I was told to always buy electronic EGR from a dealer. Is this
likely the problem? Answer: This can be the issue. But, for peace of mind, you may want to run
a diagnostic to make sure the same component is the one causing trouble again. I am now in
NC and want to sell the car, they have inspections here. Can EGR cause a car to leak oil? I have
changed the turbo recently but oil level is still getting low after miles. I have a BMW 2 series. It
seems the valve is not opening. There could be a problem with the solenoid or vacuum. Also,
carbon deposits in the intake ports may cause this. The oil may come from a leak in the
crankcase ventilation, valve stem seals. Hope this helps. Nissan march micra ,i have replaced
the egr valve but still after a month check engine light comes on and the code po for egr ,there
is oil on the valve every time why?? There could be something unusual in the exhaust stream
control by the EGR system. The problem could be the control unit for the EGR valve. But
originally, the code actually points to the heated oxygen sensor in bank one. This is the exhaust
for the side of the engine block where cylinder one is located. There could be a problem with the
oxygen sensor, the heating element, or the EGR valve control solenoid. The code points to a
misfire on cylinder number 3. Check the spark plug, wire, coil and fuel injector for that cylinder
first. P CEL code??? New Platinum Ford Motorcraft plugs.? A problem with the fuel injectors
bad, worn may cause this too much fuel. But there are a number of issues that can lead to this
problem. This other post may help, take a look at section Ford F diesel loss of power started to

blow lots of black smoke. This last about two. You might want to double check on the EGR
valve, it might not be responding. Test it first before changing any components, if possible. Use
the repair manual for your particular model. This other post may help as well:. Oil, moisture and
corrosion can foul a good camshaft sensor and interfere with the ground connection. I'd try first
calling a local shop that specializes in your particular model, if necessary. There could be other
issues that might come up later on, like power matching between the engine and transmission;
other wiring issues as well. You may find wiring harness conversion kits, as necessary. But it's
better to talk with a technician that knows more about this before you try any more changes.
You may end up investing too much and not getting the results you expect. I hope I could give
you a clearer answer. So how do you thing i should go about fixing the issue maybe getting
another engine which is a manual matching the transmission would for sure fix it but i wonder if
there is another way since the automatic engine had no egr i wonder if i swap the housing back
to its automatic setting for that but then i would have to worry about the wiring for it there would
be a loose plug hmm. The EGR valve for automatic and manual transmissions have different
operating configurations because of the way shifting occurs in automatic regular and
consistent versus manual according to driver shifting as needed. So your PCM is not getting
correct information according to its set parameters. I think this is your main issue here. Hey i
have a problem with my 05 Honda civic lx se i did a stock engine swap on it but it was with a
automatic engine and the automatic didn't have an egr valve it just had the housing so in order
to plug all the wiring in we got the old manual engines housing with that egr valve and put it on
the automatic one and it runs fine just the engine light pops up for the egr but i had cleaned it
and then replaced it and it needs to pass smog pretty soon any tips? They should have the
proper equipment to diagnose the issue. There could be a problem with the ECU software.
Brand new model toyota prius with miles shows the same problem EGR valve ,check engine on
,they replaced EGR valve but the problem occurs again. The car is at Toyota dealer six months
now and trying to find the root issue as to why the EGR valve keeps failing. Last ubdate that i
had from them is that now they are currently waiting further technical advise from the Toyota
factory.. Use this as a general guide to test your EGR valve. If necessary, consult the vehicle
repair manual for your particular model, specially if you need to test the circuit. I'm driving a vw
kombi t5 2l model EGR Valve circuit parmanent and Exhaust gas parmanent. Swap the other
ignition coil and see if the misfire follows the coil. This is a simple way to test the coil. But the
problem could be in other parts of the ignition system. Also, check the fuel injector on that
cylinder if the misfire persists. Im having almost all the problems listed in here. My issue is im
getting code P Next, I have to park the car, turn it off and on again and it is just fine. We have
changed one of the coil 2 per cylinder and the injector but the problem still persist. Over the
weekend I cleaned the MAF sensor and the throttle body. Trucks runs great now. I think the
opening from the EGR valve to the throttle body was clogged. Thank your for the help. I will look
into the other post if the problem occurs again. A leaking EGR valve is likely to cause a random
misfire. Your code seemed to be pointing to cylinder 7. It could still be the one causing
problems although adjacent cylinders may have joined. I think this other post can help you. But
pull down the codes again and see if cylinder 7 still appears or there are other issues. Hope this
helps:. I recently bought a F V8 4. It has , miles on it and it ran perfectly when I bought it. After a
few days it had a rough idle, then the check engine light came on. I had it checked at Autozone
and it said it was missing on cylinder 7. I drove it a few days later and the check engine light
went off without me doing anything , now it bucks and sputters when idling and accelerating.
But stops when I let off the gas. It also seems to run smoother when I take overdrive off. So I
went ahead and gave it a tune up, replaced the spark plugs and all of the ignition coils. Didn't
work. Still sputters and bucks. It might be getting worse too. Could this be a faulty EGR valve
given its miles and age? See if this fix the problem. Other things to check. Check the other ones
first, if there are more. There could be some residual carbon buildup in the intake ports? You
may try some cleaner like seafoam. You might want to test the sensor first to make sure this is
the issue. There are many recipes to clean a sensor, but this is usually not recommended. If the
sensor is not performing, just replace it. I replaced the EGR valve and that fixed my problem of
the car running poorly as well as got rid of the check engine light for a little. Could this be a
result of the carbon buildup from the EGR valve replacement? I made sure to blow out the area
and even sprayed some cleaner there. Or is the O2 sensor or Cat actually bad? Not necessarily,
problems with a borken coil Ignition coil, fuel pump , dark deposits in the throttle body, a failing
or clogged idle air control IAC valve, a MAF sensor and other systems fuel, ignition, air can
cause this problem. Check this other post for more info:. Sometimes having the car diagnosed,
and fixing it yourself when possible is a better alternative. My cars is a ford fusin 3. An stuck
open EGR valve can make the engine idle rough and stall, but this seems more like a
temperature related issue. Have the battery checked if necessary. A cold morning can also

make oil thicker and prevent an engine from starting properly. This could be a vacuum or gasket
leak. You might want to do a compression check. This can make the engine run sluggish. Try
having another person fire up the engine while you listen for the sound. Probably you'll be able
to tell where the sound is coming from. I have a ram with the 4. Im not getting any codes or
misfires. If there's noise while cranking, you might want to check the starter. There could be a
problem with the pinion meshing with the flywheel. Hi dan , hsve a gmc truck 5. Start by
checking those components indicated in the DTCs -- also, this other post might help as well. I
have a Toyota Vista D4 it idles rough and stalls on red lights,parking lots,or Speed Bumps when
engine warms up,I changed the fuel pump and there is little improvement ,this happens when I
let go the accelerator and slow down ,the stated RPM on idle as per manufacturer is but it drops
down to and then stalls. Hi I've got blue smoke coming from my exhaust on my vivaro. On
excelleration. I've had a new radiator, new cylinder head , new piston rings, cleaned egr valve
out and dam is staying on constant. Any advice appreciated. It may cause stalling and rough
idling; it is possible in some applications it can prevent you from starting the vehicle. You might
want to check it the valve itself or the ports are plugged. Hey mate 08 ranger egr sensor control
valve bottom hose has snapped off wpuld this stop car starting at all. The cleaner your
mechanic is using is probably decarbonizing the combustion chambers, hence the smoke you
see coming out. If there's more carbon inside, you may want to try Seafoam or water - check out
this video. EGR valves and passages tend to accumuate carbon and clogg passages, this may
be the reason for the APF on the readout. A common practice is to remove the valve and
remove carbon manually. I have had the EGR tested. The van runs out of energy going uphill
and seems to flatten out revs wise. Upon resetting the computer, it runs fine for about 10 mins
and then it reverts back to the same weakened performance. Mechanic put some cleaning fluid
in it and a lot of smoke blew out. I have since put in Diesel Injector Cleaner mechanic
recommended and see how it goes. Recommended to pursue this form of treatment or not as
accessing EGR is a real pain apparently and hence pretty expensive. Hey,I have had a test done
and it shows and all symptoms relate to the egr valve, what could happen if this was left un
fixed? One of the most common faults in an EGR system is carbon buildup. So you can make
sure to change the spark plugs, spark plug wires as suggested by the manufacturer schedule.
Problems in the ignition and fuel system may also cause problems in the system. So keep an
eye on them. It is an expensive job but Volvo factory paid for it as a warranty repair. My
question is: can you prevent egr defects in driving style eg. I used to lower engine rpm:s
manually to save fuel. First get the trouble code, you may need to check the circuit, or a
solenoid in the system, before replacing the valve. I had my EGR valve cleaned and the check
engine light is on again, my fuel consumption has increased. A CEL comes on for different
reasons, improperly replacing an air duct after replacing the air filter can be another reason. Get
first the trouble codes using a scan tool and see what the computer tells you and go from there.
Most auto parts store will now retrieve the codes without charge. Any thoughts about this
thanks. Usually is better to clear the code, otherwise it'll take longer for the computer to clear
and make the necessary adjustments. I was wondering if i have to put it back on the computer
to delete the fault after i've done it or will it be ok? That might create a small leak. Have you had
a chance to test it? If you have the repair manual, you might want to check the position sensor
for the valve as well. Code P After I cleaned the dog crap out of it i noticed that when i turned
the egr valve upside down the pintle fell in a little bit. That should not happen i take it. The pintle
should stay out at all times unless i press on it i take it. While it's possible there's a vacuum leak
or EGR problems, there are other common faults that can cause a lean mixture:. Check for items
affecting bank 2, injectors specially. If you have easy access to the EGR valve, you may want to
inspect underneath - carbon deposits and gasket condition. Could this be a clogged or non
functioning EGR? Can the EGR be cleaned or in need of a new one? Also, Short term and long
term fuel trims are in right range after car warms up. Maybe a stuck open EGR can mess with
fuel trims? Meaning can it mimic a vacuum leak? Have you checked the spark for those
cylinders? Usually a faulty EGR valve won't cause misfires to specific cylinders. There could be
many reasons why the engine loses power. But the computer is good at detecting faults at the
emissions systems EGR - try to get the troube codes with a scanner or take it to an auto parts
store for this. Some models are sensitive about non-OEM parts, so it is possible the new valve
is the problem. You can check online for the recommended valve for your model - I recommend
going to rock auto. I have been trying to solve a misfire issue for a month now. A P, with an
occasional P as well. It idles rough, around rpms, normally idles at around That idle can
fluctuate after being on for while and decrease. The misfires disappear occasionally altogether. I
originally thought it to be a intake manifold gasket issue. So I replaced them all. The misfires
went away for two days of driving, then came back upon startup on the 3rd day in the same two
cylinders. Can an egr valve cause a specific misfire to just 1 or 2 cylinders? Or would it not be

all cylinders randomly? I have a Ford Focus II 1. The car loses power at certain points, usually
when I get to a high rev. It will then just about maintain the same speed but with little or no
acceleration. I brought it back to the seller under warranty who changed the EGR valve. It did
not fix the issue, but he then told me he just discovered that the EGR valve he used is not fully
compatible with Focuses and that I would need a different one. He now refuses to change it or
answer calls. If so, which is the correct, compatible EGR valve to purchase so I can take it to
another mechanic. Check the vacuum hoses to the PCV valve and to the intake. It's a good idea
to check the condition of the EGR valve, but it could also be a sensor giving you trouble. The
fact that you have to hold the accelerator may point to a throttle position sensor. Have you
checked for DTC trouble codes with the scanner? I have a GMC C 5. On startup it seems to work
fine, but a few miles down the road if I have to stop it will die. The only way to restart is to hold
the gas pedal to the floor and crank it. Once it does start it will rough idle and die even if I am
reving it to rpm. Once it thoroughly heats up it seems to run ok. I found the elbow on the nipple
at the base of the carb was split. It is the connector from the pcv valve. I replace id and put in a
new pcv valve. It ran ok for a couple of days, but has started doing the same thing again. Could
it be the egr valve? I forgot to add that it runs the same if the moter is cold or hot if that makes a
difference when it comes to the egr. I have a 95 chevy with a 5. Ive changed plugs and plug
wires, fuel filter, disturber cap, and roter button, the temperature sensor, and i think it was a
map sensor i changed also and it still dont want to idle or take gas right at low speeds. If i stop
at a stop light it will plum die out if i dont hold the brake and give it a lil gas at the same time. Im
going to change the egr valve and egr solenoid tomorrow. Whats the chances of this fixing my
truck?? Please help!! It seems there's something wrong with the electrical system in the EGR
system. You want to check that first. There may be other problems for the low power, perhaps in
the ignition system no spark or the fuel system. The odor may be fuel. Hi Dan , I have a Chevy
Blazer when I drive it doesn't want to pick up speed , didn't even pass 40 miles now not even 25
when I parked Last time it had an odor , my niece put the reader thing it said P do you think is
really the egr??? Thank you Dan for your answer, In fact, the fuel filter was so dirty, but I
replaced it three weeks ago. Nothing improved though. I scanned the comptuer memory and it
indicated a faulty MAP sensor. The Check Engine warning light sometimes on and sometimes
off. The engine loses power at around rpm when I slowly accelerate. But when I accelerate fast it
doen't lose power. The engine recovers its power below the rpm or above it around the rpm. It
doesn't make any abnormal smoke or noise. I cleaned the MAP sensor again but nothing
changes. I'll check the catalytic converter and the vacuum line for any leak. Thank you again. I
was tempted to say a clogging fuel filter but you said the engine is running good otherwise.
Other possibilities are a weak fuel pump, leaking vacuum line, or a clogged catalytic converter,
bad ignition timing. Have you scan the computer memory for trouble codes? Thank you for the
article. Astra G 1. I notice this when running on the 1st and the second gear. I cleaned the MAP
sensor and the problem seemed to disappear for a few miles but the same symptoms apeared
again. I tried another used MAP sensor but the engine shows the same symptoms. As for the
idle there is nothing to complain about. There is no smoke. The enginge is in mint conditions. I
have a mitzubishi the last 2 days my car will shut off completely when at a complete stop. I have
to hold the break and gas pedal the whole ride so the RPMs won't drop below 1. I've know the
egr valuve in the car is bad but could that be the reason for it shutting off my car when at a
complete stop? I JUST got it out the shop last week and had a few things done to it already. And
it's just draining me and idk what to do. I had the chrank shaft sensor, all spark plugs and wires
changed, the water pump and pull system with a brand new timing chain. Also the alternator
changed a couple months ago. So everything is basically new besides my EGR valuve. I also
scanned it again and no codes are coming up. The engine is probably leaking oil into the
cylinders, that's why the black smoke. Maybe this explains why the engine lacks power. Do a
compression test to see what is the mechanical condition of the engine. A vacuum test might
help too. I had ford figo model and car gives back smoke and speed is not increasing above 80
while giving full accerlater and gives a lot of smoke and i also found the air filter getting black
help me to solve the problem. If the emission contains coolant and some oil in the mix, there
may be a problem in the cylinder block or head. Possibly a crack, blown head gasket or a mix of
problems. Do a vacuum and compression test to get a more accurate diagnosis before you
begin any disassembly. You'll save a lot of time and money. If you are testing the valve, for
example, and you apply vacuum to it, it should open rise. Without vacuum, it is normally closed.
I have a ford expedition with a 5. Check the EGR system, there may be problems with the
sensor, carbon buildup underneath the valve or tubing, or the valve itself may be faulty. Throttle
body is clear put vacume on her valve very little change getting a p code need help what can it
be. If you haven't seen a puddle of oil on the ground, it's possible you may have a blown head
gasket or cracked block or cylinder head. What would suck the oil out of the oil pan? Put in a qt

of oil. The next day not a drop of oil in the pan. Many people purchasing RVs have no real
camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to
do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their
own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few
simple techniques to diagnose the problem. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the
s. Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower
increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Don't let trouble code P or P
leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic
knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of
LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow.
Experienced RV campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel.
Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you
want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to
set your tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad
for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock
you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make
some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying
the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.
Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. This article will tell you several
things: the symptoms of a bad EGR valve; how to start investigating whether the problem is
your EGR valve or something else; what the EGR valve does and how it works; and the different
types of EGR valves. Related Articles. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Jerry Fisher. By Victor
Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By
Mary Wickison. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Watch this item. This listing has ended. Posts to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is
responsible for vehicle collection or delivery. Free postage. No additional import charges on
delivery. This item will be sent through the Global Shipping Programme and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. May not post to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for postage options. See details. Seller's other items.
Sell one like this. Frequently bought together. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Peugeot CC 1.
Peugeot L 2. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used :
An item that has been previously used. See all condition definitions â€” opens in a new window
or tab. Needs a valet, was sat for 3 years prior to buying it a few months ago, surface cleaned
the interior but not touched the exterior.. This is a private listing and your identity will not be
disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Watch this item. Ended: 20 Jan, GMT. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab Postage: May
not post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for postage options. Item location:
Newport, United Kingdom. Seller: sopranosfan Seller's other items. Used : An item that has
been previously used. This can happen for multiple reasons and a mechanic needs to diagnose
the specific cause for this code to be triggered in your situation. Our certified mobile mechanics
can come to your home or office to perform the Check Engine Light diagnostic. The IMT valve
opens and closes in an effort to manage the flow of air through the intake manifold. The IMT
valve opens during acceleration and closes when the engine is at idle. The IMT valve position
sensor receives voltage readings from the mass airflow MAF sensor and barometric pressure
sensor. These voltage signals carry information regarding the position of the IMT valve. Collect
any available freeze frame data as well. Inspect the MAF sensor wiring and connectors for frays,
breaks, shorts and corrosion. Inspect the barometric pressure sensor wiring and connectors for
frays, breaks, shorts and corrosion. Inspect the IMT valve position sensor wiring and
connectors for frays, breaks, shorts, and corrosion. Clear all diagnostic trouble codes from the
PCM and complete a test drive to see if the P trouble code comes back. If the P diagnostic

trouble code does come back, inspect the intake manifold for high carbon buildup, as this is
known to be a common cause of this trouble code. Check the IMT valve power and voltage
signal. If the P diagnostic trouble code does come back, diagnosis of the MAF sensor and
barometric pressure sensor may be required. A common mistake that is made when diagnosing
the P trouble code is when the MAF sensor, barometric pressure sensor, or intake manifold
tuning valve position sensor without first inspecting the intake manifold tuning valve for carbon
buildup on the valve. A diagnostic trouble code is normally considered serious when it causes
driveability issues or a change in performance. The P diagnostic trouble code is generally
considered serious because of the damage that can be done to other engine components if not
addressed in a timely manner. If the IMT valve mounting bolts fall into the engine, damage to the
valves, piston, and cylinder walls is possible. This may cause engine failure and will ultimately
require engine replacement. The P diagnostic trouble code should be addressed immediately.
Replace faulty MAF sensor. Replace faulty barometric pressure sensor. Keep in mind that
carbon buildup on the intake manifold tuning valve is a common cause of the P diagnostic
trouble code. Immediate attention to the P diagnostic trouble code is required in order to
prevent engine failure due to damaged engine components. YourMechanic offers certified
mechanics who will come to your home or office to diagnose and repair your vehicle. Get a
quote and book an appointment online or speak to a service advisor at With YourMechanic you
can skip the auto shop altogether. They send certified and screened mechanics straight to your
door and enable you to save big on car repair and maintenance. Cost of diagnosing the P code.
No more waiting rooms! Our mechanics will come to you to diagnose and fix the P code. Recent
Check Engine Light is on Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Gustavo 17
years of experience. Request Gustavo. Gus was extremely helpful and knowledgeable. Would
use him again and again for any issues in the future. Johnathan 7 years of experience. Request
Johnathan. Johnathan was punctual and very courteous and knowledgeable. You want this man
to help you when your car is on the fritz. Excellent Personality Excellent Service!!! Travis 13
years of experience. Request Travis. Travis contacted me to inquire if he could come early and
that worked great. He was to the point, friendly and very helpful in teaching me about my
vehicle and what was going on. Very personable. More related articles. What the P code Read
more. Related questions Check Engine code p A P code indicates a problem with the vehicle's
shift solenoid, specifically shift solenoid B. If this light has come on, then the vehicle may be
experiencing poor performance, or unusual shifting. As this component is located on the
underside Could the evap system cause the vehicle to run lean and have hard start up? I have
evap code and lean in both banks When you are getting lean codes and codes to all the O2
sensors then this is caused by either a MAF sensor or the intake has vacuum leaks in the tube
between MAF and throttle body or in PCV system Service park assist is displaying on dash
Hello, and thank you for writing in. Your vehicle is equipped with the Park Assist feature which
will help you park in difficult situations. When the computer system detects there is an issue,
the warning light illuminates to let you Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. This replacement valve cover matches the fit and function of the original equipment
part that may be damaged or warped. Made from quality materials for excellent fit and superior
heat resistance, this valve cover has undergone extensive testing. Dorman is a leading auto
parts manufacturer founded in the United States and headquartered in Colmar, Pennsylvania.
Our story began with the first mass market automobile. We were one of the first companies to
deliver replacement products for the automotive aftermarket, and we remain at the forefront
today. We give repair professionals and vehicle owners greater freedom to fix cars and trucks
by focusing on solutions that save time and money and increase convenience and reliability.
Our team is constantly looking for problems to solve and turning them into new product ideas.
We offer an always-evolving catalog of parts, covering both light duty and heavy duty vehicles,
from chassis to body, from underhood to undercar, and from hardware to complex electronics.
Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 8 hrs and 52 mins Details. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships
from. Sold by. Dorman Driver Sid Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Very
Good. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be
damaged. See more. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled

by Amazon. Visit the Dorman Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Sold by Stafer"s and ships from
Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Valve Cover Gasket Set - Compatible with
4. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? From the manufacturer. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This product is
well made and fit my truck beautifully. This product is the upgraded design with the relocated
square baffle for the pcv vent to minimize the excessive oil consumption issue. I recommend
cleaning off any debri on and around your old valve cover before you remove it from the engine.
Also clean your push rods by spraying throttle body or carburetor cleaner down the push rods.
This should free up your lifters as well. Then add a little oil on top of the rocker arms and push
rods to lube those areas before installing the new valve cover. Engine sounds quieter. Check
YouTube for videos. My '07 Suburban was blowing serious blue smoke at startup. At k I was
ready to throw in the towel and deal with an engine with tired rings or valve seals. I had read
about replacing the driver's side valve cover with an updated version, and that it had eliminated
clouds of blue smoke at startup and greatly reduced oil consumption. I was very skeptical. This
worked for me. I couldn't believe it. No more clouds of smoke at startup. I'll be measuring my oil
consumption over time, but I'm sure consumption has gone down considerably. Like the factory
part, this is cast aluminum. It is made in China, but fit perfectly. I bought this valve cover
because my Chevy Silverado kept smoking on startup after it sat for a while and it was
consuming a lot of oil. Replacing the cover was simple, took me about 30 minutes. Right after i
replaced it, it still smoked, but I believe that was due to some oil that remained in the PCV line.
Now there is no more smoke what so ever! Glad I Purchased this! Hopefully the oil consumption
issue is fixed as well. This cover has the new hold design. Mine arrived in perfect condition and
did not have the stress cracks that others mention. Original is made in Mexico, Dorman is
China. See pictures attached. By Alex on January 17, Images in this review. The PCV Valve has
been the suspect why there was a cause of oils all over the driver side engine bay besides the
gasket I mentioned. This product is terrible. It made my engine idle rough. And I have been
trouble looking for the cause of the rough idle and this was the issue. The gasket that is
included is not a good quality gasket. If you plan to put this cover, buy a quality valve cover
gasket. I noticed that the driver side of the engine was covered with oil and I guess it was
because of a poor gasket by dorman. Did not fix my oil consumption. Will do and install GM oil
deflector and see if it works. I will give again an update. I just installed this today Nov 18, will
give an update with regards to oil consumption issues. It fits perfectly with our suburban. By
Jirbs on November 17, I have a Chevy Silverado 5. I was also having issues with O2 sensors on
the driver side failing along with the catalytic converter failing on the driver side. My truck has ,
plus miles on it and I was thinking the rings were shot. Checked around on YouTube and came
across this possible fix and for 73 dollars and some change. It was worth the shot to see if it
would correct the issues I was seeing. After changing the valve cover I had no more smoke at
start ups in the morning or after it had sat idle for a few hours. I went from adding 1 quart of oil
every to miles to having not to add any oil at all. The issue is the PCV valve is fixed in the valve
cover and can not be replaced on its own. I went from thinking I needed to buy a new truck to
thinking I might get another , miles out of it. Runs great now with no issues. It was worth the
purchase. Make sure you take your time installing the valve cover and not letting the gasket get
out of place and causing a unwanted oil leak. Plenty of YouTube videos out there showing how
to make this easy repair. Installed on a suburban LTZ with the 5. I did add some ultra black RTV
gasket maker between the valve cover and seal to keep it from falling out while bumping it
around th o reinstall. By Kelly Eckelmeyer on December 11, After disabling AFM several years
ago, my silverado continued to have some oil consumption issues and smoke at startup from
time to time. Research on the issue brought me to this product, in hopes to reduce the amount
of oil coming into my intake through the PCV system. Since install, consumption is greatly
reduced and smoke on startup is completely gone. As far as jobs go, this is very easy. The
reason for 4 stars instead of 5: Casting could be better. Also, after my experience, I installed
one on a friend's Sierra - one of the seals for the mounting bolts just didn't want to "mushroom"

right when compressed. Its hard to describe, but it clearly didn't look right. No leak though.
Overall, I would not hesitate to buy again or recommend this product. One person found this
helpful. Still consuming a little oil but nothing like before and the smoke on startup is gone
completely. If nothing else, it was worth the trouble of changing it to eliminate the smoky starts.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. This rocker cover fit my sierra 5. It came with
the hold down screws attached as well as the gasket already installed. Great product for the
price. I bought this to stop a sudden oil consumption issue. Nice new look, pcv valve functions
well sierra 5. Very easy install, glad I bought it! Report abuse. Fit perfectly and cleared up the
smoking issue. No more mystery to the low oil levels. I tork the bolts cover at 95 inches pound.
Pages with related products. See and discover other items: corvette valve covers , pontiac valve
covers , Best Rated in Automotive Replacement Engine Valve Covers , isuzu npr parts , engine
valve cover , Explore tahoe covers for pickups. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Sungle Auto
Parts. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. It is designed and calibrated for good street performance and
fuel economy in CID and larger engines with the Edelbrock Performer manifolds. There are no
gaskets below the fuel bowl level for fewer leaks and no plastic parts or power valves to blow
out. The Performer electric choke carburetor includes both timed and full vacuum ports for
ignition advance. The carburetors use easily changed metering rods for precise tuning. The
Edelbrock Performer covers the replacement or repair of the product only and does not cover
the cost of removal and installation. Designed for small-block and small displacement big-block
engines, these carbs are recommended only for stock to Performer level applications. The
simple tub-type bowls and rear-pivot floats all contribute to a carburetor that's reliable,
user-friendly and is easily tunable for miles and miles of trouble-free operation. The Edelbrock
Performer Series CFM electric choke carburetor is a precisely tuned, quality-built carburetor
that can handle the rigors of daily driving while delivering consistent, reliable street
performance from day to day. Several characteristics make the Performer Series CFM electric
choke carburetor an outstanding street performer. The first one is that metering rods are
utilized to transition between circuits. The carburetor is unaffected by engine backfires, which
means that there are no power valves to blow out, and the rods can be changed in seconds
without carburetor removal or fuel draining. Skip to main content. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 8 hrs and 52 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Edelbrock Performer Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered
after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical
breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a
gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit
"Your Orders" on Amazon. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the Edelbrock Store.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE
Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Edelbrock
Transmission Cable Adapter. Edelbrock Performer Intake Manifold. Next page. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? User Manual [PDF ]. From the manufacturer. Featured items you may like.

Edelbrock Performer Carburetor. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Wow, this carb works perfect on my Chevy small block! Instant throttle
response, no bogging at all, and decent gas mileage. Starts every time without needing to touch
the accelerator pedal. Could not be happier. Purchased this to replace an old quadrajet on an
Edelbrock performer intake on an AMC What a tremendous difference! Admittedly the quadrajet
was old, leaky, and desperately needed a rebuild so it just did not perform well no matter how I
tuned it. The Edelbrock was very easy to install. Only thing that took a little while was getting a
different bracket for the throttle cable. Still don't have the throttle spring just right. I have yet to
tune the carb and it runs wonderfully out of the box. My dad told me not to fix what seemed to
be working well. He might have a point. End to end it took me about I ordered this carb and it's a
breeze to install. You do need to think about and probably buy a couple of extra things though.
I'll get to those points at the end. The hardest part of this install was running the wire for the
choke End to end it took me about 90 minutes. You will want to read the manual completely, but
I would highly suggest spending the time to watch the videos on their website to understand
how easy it is it comes with a DVD you can watch too. The fuel inlet is on the left rear pointing
straight out You may need the 90 degree banjo bolt to turn it or buy the fuel line kit part or or or
another aftermarket option, I'd stay with Edelbrock though. I added a fuel pressure regulator like
some people suggest You may also need some mounting studs like Part , , or Order a new
throttle return spring or make sure yours is in good condition. I had to add one, previous one
wasn't strong enough and it wouldn't return to low idle and would stick on high idle. Easiest
carb install I have done Bought this for my 78 F with a to replace a Holley that would never run
right and gave issue after issue. Had to wait on the automatic transmission bracket to arrive, but
otherwise installed in under an hour. The included ball stud for the throttle linkage fit my
application, which has the rod instead of the cable. Fired right up but had an extremely high
idle, turns out you're supposed to plug that back hole if you pull vacuum for the booster
elsewhere, oops. Once that was plugged it ran perfectly and am excited to have my truck
running right again! I got a brand new eleldbrock carburetor cfm right out of the box. The
mixture was good when it came. Works great. The only thing I had to adjust was the idle, as
expected. Work great on my 71 comet. Working on a classic '66 F and just as other reviews have
indicated, bolted on and updated the fuel lines with provided filter, as soon as fuel got to the
carburetor the motor fired and ran perfectly. Only adjustment was idle speed and I only did that
to better hear my cam lope. Finalized electric choke wiring today and cold start was absolutely
perfect. Highly recommend!!! Mike Hughes Top Contributor: Photography. I took the top of the
old carb, cleaned it out and removed metering rods and jets, cleaned and blew out passages but
couldnt get it running so that it would idle. The solution was to buy the same carb but more
modern by 25 years, with parts that resist the ethenol that completely destroys internal fuel
systems if it sits and gels. No matter what, just installing a brand new carb was the only
difference, now it starts up and idles smoothly as it should. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. I also installed a block off plate over the EGR mount on the intake. The motor
fired up and ran much better than it ever did with the Quadrajet even at it's best tune. After
tuning the Edelbrock, I can reliably start the car in any temperature condition on the first crank. I
have an HEI distributor, as opposed to a computer controlled one, so I connected that to the
manifold vacuum port rather than the ported vacuum port. The stock GM fuel pump provided a
steady 5. After 10 years of dealing with cold start issues and other finicky behaviour, I am only
kicking myself for not doing this sooner. I had always assumed that unpredictable acceleration
power and starting problems were the norm with carburetors. I eventually bought the
"Edelbrock Performer Series Carburetor Calibration Kit" because my with the factory restrictive
head porting didn't need very much fuel at cruise. Tuning and modifying this carburetor is
simple and straightforward and I recommend this to anyone looking to simplify their motor. I
would like to note that I've phoned Edelbrock's support line a couple times. I appreciate that the
service exists and the people seem knowledgeable, but they've been rather condescending
difficult to talk to. I apologize if I'm only 30 and not 65 years old and didn't cut my teeth on
carburetors, but that's why I'm calling. Don't be a Sears or Harley Davidson and chase the same
generation to the grave. Please embrace younger customers. Images in this review. Replaced
the carb on an 84 small block chevy Did not improve performance, and we had to jump through
hoops to get the throttle cable to work with it as well as the air filter. For the price, I would
expect there to be a selection of linkage plates included for the most common engines as well
as better engineering for filter cover fit. Of course, they sell overpriced solutions to these

problems as separate products. What percentage of these are getting installed on a sbc ?
Probably a lot. It should work out of the box. One person found this helpful. This Edelbrock
carburator is the best part i have ever put on any auto that i have own,worked great right out of
the box,did not have to adjust anything. I am very happy with the way my gmc pickup
runs,starts,and idles. I would highly recomend this carburator you will not be disapointed Thank
You Russ Downey. Report abuse. Bolted onto my and no adjustments needed. Just started right
up and works exelent. Would buy another if I ever need to for another project. Reviewed in
Canada on July 4, Just had to adjust the idle speed. Unlike my original Ford and Subsequent
Holley Carburetor the hookup locations were on opposite sides. It just required some rerouting
of the pcv and fuel supply lines. Other than that I found the installation very straight forward.
Pages with related products. See and discover other items: ford engines , 7
hampton bay ceiling fan light kit wiring diagram
wiring adapter for car stereo
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8 camaro parts , ford f , chevy truck , chevy truck , chevy truck parts. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
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